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ABSTRACT: A wireless mesh network (WMN) is an infrastructure multihop ad hoc network with broadband capabilities.
Multicasting is an efficient mechanism for delivery of group communication. However, the current IEEE 802.11s standard
has no provision for efficient group communication delivery. Furthermore, the disruption in internet connectivity and loss
of information when a mobile mesh client changes its point of attachment may lead to disruption in an ongoing session. The
internet gateway (IGW), a prominent component, serves as the wired bridge between the mesh nodes and the internet, thus
its placement determines the overall quality of communication in WMNs. Accordingly, a structural design for supporting
multicast services in this architecture is indispensable. The main question this paper addresses is how multicast can be
efficiently supported for mobile mesh clients in WMN architecture. This paper adopts the technique of employing multicast
architecture to solve mobility problems for mobile mesh clients. Thus a framework of novel architecture for supporting
multicast services for group application delivery over WMN is presented. The proposed architecture features enhanced
functionality of IGW, shared multicast tree, optimal design for IGW and core placement, hierarchical mobility management,
load balancing, and robustness. The overall objective is the provision of cost efficient WMN architecture while mobile
multicast traffic delivery is supported optimally. This is the first effort reporting multicast service support framework for
mobile mesh clients with a focus on IGW placement and functionality.
KEYWORDS: network architecture, gateway placement, multicast shared tree, optimization
INTRODUCTION
WMN is emerging as cost effective ad hoc broadband
solution. Provision of multicast support in WMN
is challenging1 and mobility management for mobile
multicast source is even more challenging2, 3. This
is mainly due to the mix of wired and wireless in-
terfaces/components of WMN and the backbone is
essentially a wireless subnet. The generic architecture
of WMN is hierarchical hybrid network consisting of
IGW, wireless Mesh Routers (MR) and Mesh Clients
(MC). The wired IGW is a prominent component,
its placement and number deployed dictates the cost
and performance obtainable in WMN. Incorporating
multicasting involves derivation of a multicast tree
which spans from multicast source(s) to every member
of the multicast group4. Also the provision of mobil-
ity support as a design consideration is necessary for
mobile MC to maintain connection during movement
and even to initiate new connection while moving.
The efficient mobile multicasting envisioned should
hide the mobility of multicast senders and take cog-
nizance of mesh connectivity specificities as a design
consideration5, 6. These requirements thus call for a
new architectural design for WMNs.
This architecture therefore should exploit the cost
and performance benefits of optimized IGW place-
ment7, together with scalable multicast routing frame-
work such that the changes to multicast tree due to the
movement of mobile multicast sender are addressed
efficiently. A WMN is a MANET with infrastructure.
However, the traffic characterization and architectural
features in the two networks differ, thus solutions
employed in MANET may not be efficient in WMN.
Moreover, multicast tree construction and reconstruc-
tion is a major challenge in the provision of mobility
management for multicast sender2, thus source based
tree paradigm may not adapt efficiently in this sce-
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nario7. In addition, the current IEEE 802.11s runs on
the mandatory unicast Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol
(HWMP)8. And existing research in WMN addresses
mobile multicast without considering the effect of
IGW placement9, while others considers IGW in the
coordination of only multicasting, or only mobility
management or security issues.
The proposed framework includes an extension
of shared multicast tree for handling address changes
for mobile multicast sender in the (*, G) as against
(S, G) in source-based trees. Also incorporated is
the hierarchical mobility management because hierar-
chical architecture is natural to hybrid WMN (IGW
layer, Relay or Mesh Router layer and Mesh Client
layer) and such mobility management reduces exces-
sive signalling by deploying different algorithms for
micro and macro mobility. Apart from hierarchical
scalable multicast architecture, robustness is also ad-
dressed by replicating the multicast traffic on all fixed
multicast root. The approach employed in this novel
architectural support for mobile multicast service in
WMN is using multicast architecture to solve mobility
problems.
There is no reported research that addresses IGW
placement problems in the context of multicasting
integrated with mobility management. The proposed
solution is based on enhanced IGW functionality and
multicast shared tree to produce mobile multicast
compliant network architecture design that employs
hierarchical flow model. Thus this paper is a proposal
of new architectural framework addressing mobility
management for group applications delivery via mul-
ticasting for mobile mesh clients.
The remaining sections of the paper are outline as
follows: the next section analyses the mobile multicast
problem and shows its significance; this is followed
by discussions of previous related research works and
framework for mobile multicast compliant architec-
ture design. The remaining sections describe mobile
multicast routing, conclusion and future works.
MOBILE MULTICAST PROBLEM IN
WIRELESS MESH NETWORKS
The scenarios of close collaboration like real-time
multimedia delivery require sending repetitive infor-
mation to multiple recipients. Thus one of the possible
efficient alternatives is to employ a restricted form of
broadcasting known as multicasting. It is also crucial
for these mobile devices to have access to the internet
while moving. Hence WMN is appropriate as the
access network because of its broadband capability
and cost effectiveness. The transmission of real time
multimedia data to a group of users is characterized in
Ref. 10:
(i) Multiple destinations which may not have fixed
configurations.
(ii) Multimedia data constituents with delay con-
straints.
(iii) Large volume requiring higher bandwidth.
Given that the mesh clients with the hand-held
devices can move about, it then becomes imperative
to address the design issues of mobility support for
such users. This is because mobility management is
not a design consideration at the inception of multicast
communication. Such mobility support is confronted
by mobility challenges like IP address changes during
handover, handoff latency, multicast tree instability,
time constrained multimedia content and WMN speci-
ficities. Additionally, the visited network may not
have multicast enabled routers. Into the bargain of
multicast mobility management in WMN, an essential
requirement is the consideration of IGW placement
or selection and the coordination of mobility manage-
ment within the subnetworks. Varying the placement
or the positioning strategies implies a corresponding
effect on the network topology which in turn affects
handover latency and hence the overall throughput.
Multicast sender mobility problem also lends its
own difficulty to the design of mobile multicasting in
WMN. This arises from the need to maintain multicast
tree when the source of multicast packets handover to
another wireless mesh access point. Up until now, no
standard has addressed the mobile multicast source
problem11, even the task ahead of IETF multimob
working group involves only multicast mobility for
single hop architecture2. Therefore the instability of
multicast tree due to mobility reason requires adequate
research attention because the entire multicast session
is affected as packets sent from such mobile multi-
cast sender is not recognized by the corresponding
multicast group receivers. Furthermore, the current
IEEE 802.11s mandatory HWMP is a unicast Layer
2 forwarding mechanism that is based on MANET
and proactive routing algorithms9. And unicast im-
plementation cannot handle group application effec-
tively12. Also network layer mechanism is required
for globally distributed clients since IGW may not
cope efficiently in coordinating MAC layer of distant
nodes in the multihop architecture2, 8, 13.
This thereby necessitate research efforts on the
provision of mobility support for multicast applica-
tion delivery over internet as provided by WMN for
scenarios including rescue operation in disaster areas,
distance learning applications, mobile IPTV and other
group content delivery applications. The notable
research question is how can multicast service be
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efficiently supported for mobile mesh clients in WMN
architecture? The proposed framework includes redef-
inition of the role of IGW, its selection and optimized
placement, choice of source-based versus core based
routing, hierarchical versus flat mobility architecture,
placement of core router and path selection metrics.
Consequently, the provision of this overall mobility
support will handle the problem of multicast session
breaks, tree construction instability, latency in han-
dover and loss of packets.
RELATEDWORK
The existing research addressing physical positioning
and logical placements of IGW functionalities are
based on the assumption of fixed positioning of IGW
at the onset or by assigning the MC to nearest IGW14.
However, these approaches did not put into consid-
eration, the varying loads on the IGW and MR; and
the specific requirements of the applications in view.
Several other research address this crucial deployment
problem and propose gateway placement and selection
strategies.
In the functional placements scenarios, some re-
search works extends the role of IGW with Mobility
Anchor Point (MAP) function, while some incor-
porates multicasting capabilities or security mecha-
nisms. In Ref. 15, MAP functionality is collocated
in the IGWs, also Network Access Server together
with Mobile Access Gateway are employed to address
authentication, authorization and accounting, however
this is implemented in Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6)
and it serves a security purpose on MANET16. pro-
poses a central controller to maintain flow between
IGW and other network elements, however another
network element will expose the system to excessive
signalling and delay. Even the suggestion of only one
of the IGW as the network manager results in unfair
loading and congestion. A detailed review of IGW
placement optimization is presented in Ref. 17.
From the foregoing, none of these works inte-
grated mobility management and multicasting into the
placement and selection of IGW. Thus enhancing
the functionality of IGW with mobility anchor and
multicast functionalities may resolve the mobile mul-
ticast problem and under utilization of IGW and other
resources in WMN. Also equipping this enhanced
IGW with efficient load balancing technique and op-
timal selection algorithm may alleviate the bottleneck
envisaged in the network.
Layer 3 multicast support is required for inter-
working for efficient utilization of network resources.
Core Based Tree (CBT) multicast routing architecture
proposed for routing on the internet18 implements
a single shared tree for all sources in a multicast
group irrespective of their number and location. Thus
the approach reduces the rate of tree re-construction
and ensures scalability. This shared tree is rooted
at a designated router called core, however manual
core placement is suggested in Ref. 1819. reports the
significant effect of choice of designated routers on the
performance of the CBT with respect to bandwidth,
delay and traffic concentration. Thus core placement
is an issue. Core placement method in Ref. 20 takes
as input the distance vector information which does
not involve the knowledge of the network topology21.
proposes core tree optimization algorithm for maxi-
mizing the overall quality of real time P2P system.
Core base tree multicast approach is proposed in Ref.
22 to address mobility, but in an IPv6 domain. And23
proposes distributed hierarchical multicast support in
MANET. However, the network of choice in these
research is not multihop WMN.
Hierarchical mobility management is proposed
for MIPv6 to handle micromobility24 while25 pro-
poses M-HMIPv6 for the multicast implementation.
MOBILE MULTICAST COMPLIANT
ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK
The problems identified in this work are addressed
from the functional and physical network architectural
perspective to guide the technical design of WMN ar-
chitecture that is mobile multicast compliant (Fig. 1).
Multicast support design
Multicast communication is proposed for efficient
delivery of group application especially multimedia
content in real time, from multicast sender to mul-
tiple destinations over WMNs, so as to save scarce
bandwidth and reduce the traffic on the network.
Multicasting involves constructing an initial multicast
tree which serves as the delivery tree between the
multicast sender and the multicast receivers. The
scenario as obtained in WMN is that mobile multicast
senders can change their points of attachment to the
network. When this occurs, the delivery tree con-
structed between the senders and the receiver group
needs to be reconstructed to reflect the changes in the
tree. The rate of reconstruction definitely grows as
the number of times the sender changes location. The
other alternative to these source-based tree approaches
is to select a particular node to serve as static source
or core router referred to as IGWCore to act for the
multicast senders. Hence this problem is essentially a
tree reconstruction necessitated by mobility.
The multicast problem described above needs to
be addressed in order to support efficient multicasting
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Table 1 Characterization of core router and internet gateway.
Core router internet gateway
Motivation for CBT is for multicast scalability IGW is mainly for interworking in WMN
Core routers are usually single node Multiple IGW presentations
Possibility of additional core for robustness Multiple IGW is for optimal coverage and load balancing
Core selection and placement are issues IGW selection, placement and assignment are issues
Branches of core are non-core routers Branches of IGW are relay nodes
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IG W C o re
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Fig. 1 Proposed mobile multicast network architecture
framework.
in WMN. Scalability and optimized placement of
core router is envisioned in the multicast support
approach proposed in this work. Hence, this proposal
exploits the core node strategy of CBT architecture
for multicast support in WMN which incidentally also
serves as a solution for the mobile multicast sender
problem, since the core is static irrespective of the
location of the multicast sender. However, the CBT
architecture and the WMN architecture require some
modifications for this implementation. For instance,
the main motivation for CBT is multicast scalability
while the core router framework in WMN is proposed
with a view to handle mobility management and
multicast support for mobile and active senders in a
M esh R o u ter
W ire less lin k
W ired lin k
M u lticast p ack e t tran sm issio n fro m
M esh C lien t to IG W C o re
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Fig. 2 Multicast sender discovers the nearest IGWCore.
multicast communication. The CBT architecture and
the eventual incorporation in WMN are characterized
in Table 1.
In Ref. 18, multicasting based on CBT implemen-
tation employs single shared tree paradigm to span
all the group receivers. This is an appropriate choice
because CBT is scalable and has routing indepen-
dence:
(i) Global information maintenance on the location
of multicast group members is required for the
computation of shortest path by each router, this
results in scalability problems with respect to
processing and maintenance cost
(ii) CBT tree is stable with respect to changing loca-
tion of multicast sender
Thus the multicast sender is strictly not partic-
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ipating in the multicasting as it implements unicast
communication to send packet to the core, thus only
group members and the core require the knowledge of
the multicast tree18 (Fig. 2).
Consequently, the IGWCore router needs to be
identified, its selection and optimized placement is an
important task in this proposed framework.
Enhanced IGW functionality and optimized
placement
IGW is a prominent component in WMN, the pro-
posed architecture is an enhancement to the generic
hybrid WMN architecture. The IGW only serves
the bridge function for Interworking in the generic
WMN. Essentially, the first premise is a multicast
enabled router being deployed as a core router, that
is, multicast root. This core router functionality is
incorporated on IGW. Hence internet connectivity
function in WMN and the static multicast root func-
tionalities now forms the new enhanced functionality
of IGW referred to in this proposal as IGWCore. The
placement of Core router is shown to have signifi-
cant effect on core-based tree routing, so also is the
significant cost-performance implication of placement
of IGW in WMN. Hence the IGWCore placement
optimization is considered in this framework with the
objective of determining its number and placement
such that the MR-IGW path length, depth of the
tree, the number being deployed are all minimized
while the requirement for delivery of mobile multicast
traffic is satisfied. The formulation of this problem is
presented in Ref. 17 as a capacitated routing problem
(CRP).
Hierarchical mobility management design
Hierarchical mobility management is proposed for the
architecture to partition the mobility traffic, and to
also employ IGW to perform as mobility anchor point.
The IETF HMIPv6 concept is enhanced to reduce
the excessive signalling overhead in the processing
of binding updates. There are provisions for varying
degrees of movement of mobile sources which in-
cludes those associated with the following movement
scenarios:
(i) within the coverage of initial MR
(ii) outside the coverage of initial MR and IGWCore
(iii) outside the coverage of initial MR but within
same IGWCore
Cases (i) and (iii) are defined as local or micro-
mobility while case ii is defined as macro mobility
and thus handled with different algorithm. Thus
IGW in WMN is proposed to serve as the mobility
portal. Hence, the coverage algorithm of mobile
anchor placement and the selection and optimization
algorithm of IGWCore for the deployment of mobile
multicast application are implemented as an integrated
concept at a single point.
The functionality of IGW is enhanced for multi-
cast and mobility management reasons so as to:
(i) Resist the introduction of another network element
to reduce excessive signalling,
(ii) Maximize the use of the existing WMN compo-
nents and
(iii) Reduce the route processing unlike if it were
different sets of elements.
The above conjectured framework is intended as a
Layer 3 (IP layer) implementation based on the design
assumptions of functional lower and upper layers
mechanisms of the Internet Protocol layered model.
This framework is informed by the need to provide
seamless mobility support for mobile MC in WMN
coupled with the fact that MAP is a mandatory hop in
HMIPv626 and so is IGW in WMN and Core router in
CBT. Hence IGW is to be referred to as Mobility Core
Gateway Anchor Point (MOCGAP) - which consists
of functionalities of internet gateway, Multicast Core
router and hierarchical mobility management element.
Load balancing technique design
The provision of mobility mechanism on multicast
enabled gateways may impact on the functions of
IGW, however, the reduction in route processing
among the network elements and reduction in the
associated excessive signalling are positive gains. The
load balancing technique is envisioned with some
elements of redundancies incorporated into the hi-
erarchical topology proposed. This will reduce the
bottleneck or traffic concentration at MOCGAP and
MR. For instance, multiple MOCGAP is assumed and
the multicast packet being sent via unicast to nearest
MOCGAP is to be replicated on all roots (Fig. 3).
Load balancing is also incorporated to enhance the
throughput of MR.
Overall design
In the proposed framework, the overall multicasting
and mobility management Fig. 4 are specified thus:
(i) MAP of HMIPv6 occupies any level of the hier-
archy however, IGW in WMN can only occupy
the highest level hierarchy of the mesh router
backbone. Hence MAP function in the proposed
architecture is obtainable only at the topmost level
of the WMN hierarchy.
(ii) The furthest MAP criterion in distance-based se-
lection algorithm of HMIPv6 is envisioned to be
modified in the proposed network architecture by
www.scienceasia.org
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Fig. 3 Multicast packet replication and distribution to group
receivers.
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Fig. 4 Conceptual mobile multicast network architecture.
considering foremost the nearest MOCGAP to the
mobile multicast sender, and load distribution on
the MOCGAP.
(iii) IGW in addition to sending, receiving of IP
datagram and translating IP destination addresses
now define a regional address for the management
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wireless Link 
Wired Link 
Mobility Core Gateway  
Anchor Point 
Fig. 5 Inter and intra domain handover in MOCGAP
architecture.
of micro mobility within the proposed framework
of the network architecture.
(iv) Load balancing techniques are envisioned for
equipping multiple IGW cases to relieve conges-
tion at MOCGAP and MR.
MOBILE MULTICAST ROUTING
The path selection metrics proposed in this frame-
work is based on the objective of reducing delay of
multicast packets in transit from the multicast sender
to all receivers and resource consumption especially
bandwidth. Hence nearness to group receivers of
concern and the load on MOCGAP is given priority in
the selection of root in the multiple MOCGAP imple-
mentations. In addition, since MOCGAP is optimally
placed, the capacity violation of WMN components
is mitigated in the CRP formulation. Fig. 5 shows
the operational diagram for handover of two MC in
two varying scenarios. The considerations in this case
consist of three MOCGAP domains A, B and C, with
each domain consisting of set of nodes vi’s with at
least one prominent MOCGAP, however MOCGAP
domains can overlap as obtained for domains A and B,
in which case, certain selection criteria are required.
Firstly, it depicts the movement of mesh client
MCK from MR1 to MR3 classified as intra domain
movement within sub domain A, hence (MOCGAP1)
remains the same. Secondly, the movement of MCL
from sub domain C to overlapping sub domains A
and B consisting of MOCGAP1 and MOCGAP2 is a
scenario of inter domain handover. The overlapping
domains imply that the mobile MC is required to
exploit extra functionality or priority21for selecting
from the two available MOCGAP. Apart from execut-
ing the selection procedure, the overall mobility and
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multicasting functionalities in the IGWs also involves
series of node discovery, registration, and detection
and so on. Handover delay is partitioned into mobile
node registration delay (at mobility anchor) and bind-
ing update delay27. However, registration procedure
consists of movement detection, router advertisement
or solicitations and address configuration. For each
undirected graph G (V, E) modelling the WMN, V
and E denotes the nodes and links, respectively, while
the multicast service delivery is modelled as a tree.
The proposed mobile multicast cost consists of queue
length on MOCGAP, hop count or distance of the
relay nodes and MOCGAP capacity. These can be
expressed as weights on V and E. The minimum/-
maximum cost is chosen based on the nature of
objective function. Although collocating MAP with
IGW that is enhanced with mobile multicast capability
may constitute a single point failure, however, the
selection procedure proposed in conjunction with the
envisioned load balancing solution may address this
problem especially in multiple gateway implementa-
tions.
CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
The broadband capability and low installation cost
offered by WMN amplifies its deployment rate es-
pecially in ad hoc environments involving group
multimedia applications. These applications require
multicasting and mobility management for effective
delivery, however, the mandatory unicast protocol
of IEEE 802.11s and disruption in internet session
due to mobility reasons poses serious limitations in
these cases. A structural design exploiting multi-
cast architecture to solve mobile multicast problem
is presented. This solution resists the introduction
of another network component to avoid excessive
signalling in the handshake routine. Thus a novel
mobile multicast compliant architecture with custom
multicasting and mobility management is proposed.
The ongoing research works include the development
of analytical model for the proposed network architec-
tural framework.
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